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The 11th Worldwide Fukuoka Kenjinkai Convention in Peru!
The 11th Worldwide Fukuoka Kenjinkai Convention will be held in the city of Lima in Peru in November of this year.
The great numbers of Fukuoka residents who immigrated to Hawaii and North and South America from before the war and
throughout post-war times, specializing in various fields, have been a large part of creating bridges between their home
prefecture and the country they immigrated to.
The combined friendship of immigrants, the dependents of the previously stated immigrants, and overseas representatives
have brought us to a place where, throughout the world, there are 24 countries, 39 regions with Fukuoka Kenjinkai.
To uphold mutual exchange amongst the Fukuoka Kenjinkai, the Worldwide Fukuoka Kenjinkai Convention has been held
every three years starting in 1992, when the first (1st) convention was held in Los Angeles, and now we approach the awaited
11th convention. With each convention year, an average of around 300 people involved with the Kenjinkai gather for this grand
meeting, and two (2) countries from Central and South America have hosted the convention in the past. Brazil held the 2nd
convention in 1995 and the 7th convention in 2010, and Mexico held the 9th convention in 2016. This year, we will have our
third country from Central and South America.
Registration for this year’s convention in Peru will be available until 9/30, September 30, online using the following URL link.
（Registration URL https://kyodai.com.pe/viajes/categoria-producto/fukuoka-sekai-taikai-2022/）

We are looking forward to meeting everyone in Peru within the month of November！
<The 11th Worldwide Fukuoka Kenjinkai Convention Schedule>
Location：Swiss Hotel・Lima
November,16th(Wed) 12：00-13：30
13：45-16：00
th
November,17 (Thu) 10:00-11:30
13：00-16：00
th
November,18 (Fri) Morning
18：00-21：00

Commemorative Ceremony
Welcome Reception
Youth Gathering
Kenjinkai Representative Meeting
Lima City Sightseeing Tour
Farewell Party

Application form
QR Code

November,20th(Sun)～22nd（Tue） Optional Tour（Cusco City and Machu Picchu）
November,20th(Sun)～21 st （Mon） Optional Tour（Nazca Lines and Ballestas Islands）
[9th Mexico Worldwide Convention

【Optional Tour preview】

Opening Ceremony (2016)]

Cusco City and Machu Picchu

[9th Mexico Worldwide Convention
Youth Gathering (2016)]

Nazca Lines and Ballestas Islands

[9th Mexico Worldwide Convention
Representative Meeting (2016)]

Respect-for-Senior-Citizens Celebration for the Overseas Fukuoka Kenjinkai to 93 people
We celebrate the longevity of the elderly emigrants and descendants born
with relations to Fukuoka Prefecture, and this year, we honor the 93 members
of 14 different Kenjinkai with a celebratory letter and goods from the Fukuoka
Prefecture governor.
Furthermore, due to the impact of Coronavirus infection, for the Kenjinkai
whose conditions for postage services have not yet returned to normal, we are
still unable to deliver last year’s, as well as this year’s, celebratory letter and
goods. We plan to watch the situation closely to send everything in order.
We are praying for everyone’s growing health and happiness.

The following is the number of the
Respected-for-the-Aged Awards for 2022.

80th birthday: 42 people
88th birthday: 21 people
95th birthday: 8 people
99th birthday: 5 people
100 and above: 17 people

